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Abstract

The Wageningen spatial planning education curriculum is based on a mix of decision-oriented and
design-oriented approaches. It is also intertwined with a wide range of E-learning options. The E-
learning environment consists of a spectrum of applications such as model studies, spatial analysis
using GIS, scenario studies, imaging results or support in the educational and the planning process. At
the end of the 1980’s already divers applications were intertwined in the training of planning students
at Wageningen University. What has changed over more than 25 years in spatial planning, in com-
puter applications, and in its related curriculum structure? This paper wants to address these experi-
ences. Several courses on spatial planning at Wageningen University are used as examples, some
courses from the end of the 1980’s and some recent courses. An overview is presented based on
experiences during this 25 years of education in spatial planning and the role IT (the computer) has
had in this process. Developments in IT went fast, but also the way we deal with planning issues has
been in transition. Looking back, the spatial planning process itself changed from a technocratic to a
more sociocratic approach, from top-down and sectoral to co-creation planning, from only an eco-
nomical (profit) rural focus towards including people and planet aspects in a growing metropolitan
environment. In the mean while computational possibilities for supporting different planning related
aspects grew enormously. Software is much more advanced (from simple raster data calculations to
3D or 4D representations, often applied in many forms of Planning Support Systems); the handling
has much improved (offering sometimes too much functionality for class circumstances); the storage
capacity and speed of processing increased enormously (creating also enormous data overflow); the
digital accessibility of articles, reports, books and journals took a huge step (creating questions what to
choose for references; information overflow); new instruments to replace ‘paper or analogue oriented’
processes into digital processing were implemented (eg. Touch tables and serious gaming). And new
IT developments are knocking on the educational door, such as VR (virtual reality) and AR (aug-
mented reality) in combination with MOOC (massive open online courses). Until now all these IT re-
lated changes also transform the planning education itself. It requires a constant refocus on instrume-
tn training in combination with the changing planning process focus. It also requires a shift and an inte-
sification in knowledge, cognitive and attitude skills for the students, to deal with more complex options
and reflective approaches of both the spatial planning process as the supportive instruments.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses several developments over the last twenty-five years in supportive E-learning
activities when applying different ICT components within the spatial planning curriculum at Wagenin-
gen University'. The spatial planning paradigm (be it theory or practice related) has gone through ma-
jor changes. It went from a technocratic “blue print” planning (until the eighties) via sociocratic “delib-
 erative/communicative” planning towards currently a more community based planning or also typified
as co-creation (see e.g.[1] [2]). Dutch spatial planning was formerly focussed on the growth assump-
tions, now stabilisation or even diminishing / shrinkage are important issues. Large integral projects
are more or less banned, because they do not have the expected impact, were too expensive and
take too long to show results. The planning focus shifts towards small scale initiatives, like neighbour-

---

1 The name of the University and of the spatial planning program also changed several times during this period.
hood energy communities, urban agricultural developments, ecological self-management and local
development (crowdfunding).

Also Information and Computer Technology (ICT) experienced enormous developments. Processing
became much faster, many options and new applications became available and were implemented,
hardware devices became much smaller and sophisticated. People worldwide got connected with all
kind of small hand held devices, such as smart phones and tablets, having more power than the early
massive computer systems. The basic concept, however, stayed the same, the binary processing of 0
or 1. The feel and look show many new and different appearances. Much more variances in simulating
reality became available (from 2D GIS to 3D GIS – Geographic Information Systems, PSS – Planning
Support Systems, Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality applications) (see e.g.[3], [4], [5]). Many of
these possibilities are also applied in an educational setting. Information technology gives a boost to
the mutual connection between groups and users in the new planning process and it creates a new
kind of community sense [6]. But as Batty ([5], p357) mentions we’ve a long way to go, “Computer
interaction is still extremely primitive and the task of translating relatively abstract ideas into a form that
enables much wider interactive use is a major issue. In fact the challenge is not one of hardware or
technology or even of the tools that we now have at our disposal, but one of enabling the translation
into a form that is useful to a wide range of users who are somewhat different in their expertise and
interest from those who are charged with driving the formal planning process.”

In the early years of the computer use the ICT applications were very supportive for and well in line
with the “blue print” planning approaches. Different software models and applications could support
the “predefined paths of planning”. About twenty-five years ago not much was available for the educa-
tional planning setting, only a few applications, such as spreadsheets and text processing combined
with mainly raster GIS. Also some research oriented models were embedded during classes, either
showing options or a first glance to use it. Students should get familiar with these possibilities of
course, the ideas behind the models and its options and how it functions; it should not stay a black box
for university students. An e-learning environment was in progress, but only bits and parts were avail-
able. The worldwide internet was not even graphical, only text oriented. Within the planning courses
these new ICT options were recognised and teachers started to apply these options, mixing it with
classical educational principles and tools. We created a kind of blended e-learning environment.
Blended learning in this paper is to be understood as learning activities in a classroom setting mixing it
with computer technology (cf [7]). Tools and media are mixed in an e-learning environment, combining
it with different didactic strategies. Also distance learning could be part of it. Blended learning is al-
ways a combination of technology, instruction typologies, didactic principles and strategies. The terms
“blended,” “hybrid,” “technology-mediated instruction,” “web-enhanced instruction,” and “mixed-mode
instruction” are often used interchangeably in current research literature (see e.g. [8]). E-learning is
this paper is any learning activity using a computer network for distribution, communication and facil-
itation; it contains an electronic component. Often e-learning is linked to distance learning. In this paper
this distance aspect is not important, I will focus on a campus setting with group oriented courses. A
third term to clarify is the use of the acronym IT or ICT. IT means for me only the hardware, the com-
puters (or better the devices in all different forms) and its related infrastructure. ICT is in this paper to
be understood as using Information Technology via software for any purpose by people having some
sort of Communication.

The aim of this paper is to discuss changes that took place in spatial planning and its education when
interwining it with ICT options. Some of the related questions are: Do changes in planning paradigm
and in ICT developments influence the curriculum and the approach of students? Does more software
options also mean a better didactic approach? Are the required competences of the students met with
these new options? Did ICT increase or complicated the learning curve and changed the didactics? Is
the logistics of a course improved or altered? Are more didactic options available? What kind of core
competences do planning students need and how can ICT support this training? Does ICT increase or
diminish the relevant options?

In this paper first the spatial planning background and its changes are clarified, followed by ap-
proaches to include in spatial planning education. In the next section the use of ICT in planning
classes is illustrated, first 25 years ago, followed by a description of current approach. The paper will
end with a discussion about a comparison and concluding remarks related to the aim of the paper.
2 SPATIAL PLANNING AND ITS TRAINING PROCESS

2.1 Changes in spatial planning

Within the current Wageningen approach of Spatial Planning the object of study is the metropolitan landscape ([9], [10]). Spatial Planning deals with landscape processes, balancing natural processes (physical, ecological) and human perspectives (societal, policies) and its mutual interactions ([4], [11]). The landscape encloses the reflection of these interactions, including its limitations, and specific internal and external dynamics. Spatial planners try to facilitate the changes taking place in this interaction area. Aside from facts, values matters too. Normative approaches are important; we’re dealing with humans, whose behaviours are driven by norms, values and convictions ([12], [13]). De Roo et al. [14] describe it as “Spatial planners create bridges between ‘what is’ and ‘what could be’, ‘what should be’ and ‘what is desired’.” In other words, they try to connect and combine past, present and future for each aspect and (planned or autonomous) development including different time-scales and values. Timmermans ([15], p24) affirm the time scale when stating that history matter and time is irreversible, but he also mentions that “initial conditions are highly important for further developments”, both natural and societal conditions. But the future is by definition uncertain and we have to deal with this somehow ([2], [16]). Both individual and public interests are supposed to be combined. The societal and natural environment should be matched and its conditions should be met as best as possible. Especially in the Dutch landscape it is a challenge to carefully combine competing claims (e.g. from water, nature, food production, urban developments, infrastructure) in order to create for people and planet a sustainable and coherent environment. A regional approach of planning is important as is resilient thinking to understand conflicting situations within social-ecological systems, and especially where decision-making over how to achieve sustainability is concerned [13]. Decision-making will require the facilitation of a fair amount of learning, participation, negotiation and cooperation amongst competing interests and the parties or actors that represent them.

The (Dutch) Spatial Planning practice has become much more complex, with a large diversity of rules and laws, many governmental layers (from UN and EU to local representatives), many different stakeholders (public and private) and changing arguments (food production, environmental quality, sustainability, energy supply). Spatial Planning has two faces: a content side and a process side. Content is about the spatial organisation and design in a landscape for specific (mix of) land uses; it is more about the natural side of planning. The process side deals with how the steering of the spatial organisation and procedures should be managed [17]; it is more about the social side of planning. These two sides could also be identified in the approaches of spatial planning as design-oriented planning or as decision-oriented planning (see [10]).

Spatial Planning in various different European countries shifts from a top-down institutionalised approach (‘blue-print’; technocratic process) to a bottom-up collaborative process with different accents of participation, from informative to co-decisive and organic planning (via a sociocratic process) (see e.g.[1], [18], [19]). Also responsibilities are moving within this process from national to a more regional and local level, using a network approach. Long-term visions are mixed with short-term developments to adjust to societal needs (see also [20]). As a result of this process during the past twenty years a shift from content issues took place towards an overwhelming emphasis on processes of planning and the interaction of stakeholders within these processes. But in reality a mix of natural sciences combined with social sciences now seems the best option to support the new process in the “fuzzy middle” between the technical and communicative realms (see also[1], [15], [21], [22], [23]). Using a co-creation approach citizens, local and regional governments, and entrepreneurs start an exploration for a new desired situation, in which each partner can have more input but which also creates more responsibility. A greater diversity of routes and outcomes becomes possible, not just one solution, given the set of many opinions and values. How facilitating governments should or could be? Are current administrative borders still relevant and functional? Should also supra-regional or international aspects be considered? Are the local and regional representatives the only players? The decision moment seems to get more importance, when we’re trying to deal with complexity and fuzziness. Time, uncertainty, non-linearity, development and progress over different levels are all combined in a process to find a new equilibrium ([11], [15], [24]). The spatial planner who used to be a creator and later a mediator, becomes a landscape transition manager. Agreements about ends and means are important elements in this process and lead to different styles in planning approaches (see table 1).

Current ICT developments can also be linked to the two sides of content and process, respectively for modelling options and communicative aspects. Because of the technical and social developments the social media is very rapidly gaining impact. The social media as participative instrument could best be
applied at the process side [27]. While the more calculating, modelling and evaluating approaches best fit at the content side. The graphical representation and visualisation ICT options are for both side very interesting, be it to discuss and promote ideas (more process side) or explore design options (more content side).

Table 1: Overview of differences in planning styles (based on [25] and [26])

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEANS / FACTS / KNOWLEDGE</th>
<th>Certainty</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not (yet) know how to achieve</td>
<td>(Limited) options, Create alternatives, Debate about options, Learning process, Communicative planning</td>
<td>Search for order in chaos, Self-organisation; Wicked problem, Complexity and Co-creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Know how to achieve</td>
<td>Technical solution, Rational planning</td>
<td>Bargaining process, Political issue, Deliberative planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agree on what is wanted</td>
<td>Don’t agree on what is wanted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Spatial planning education

As mentioned by Bertolini [16] “Planning students must [...] learn to cope with this constant changing, intrinsically uncertain object that the future is. They must become “future proof” and, because the future is uncertain, they have to “learn how to learn”, and “learn how to keep learning”. " The way students learn and keep learning is very important. Spatial Planning is an academic discipline as well as it is practised as profession ([16], [23]). So at the university both theory (reflection on planning; the planning of planning) and the act of planning are important and should be part of the curriculum. For both planning styles descriptive and prescriptive approaches can be applied and should be trained. Within the act of planning the planner or the planning process is central and is direct, specific and contextualised in a local environment (first order planning) [23]. The planning of planning (second order planning) is concerned about organising very divers bottom-up inputs into a cohesive plan.

In this section some aspects will be highlighted related to learning processes in a spatial planning setting. The first subsection briefly discusses some learning steps to consider. The second subsection gives a background about problem based learning, a popular approach for spatial planning training. The last subsection deals with a short history of Planning Support Systems (PSS) as one of the drivers in spatial planning and its education.

2.2.1 Learning steps

Kemp and van den Bosch [28]) applied the learning-curve approach to explain and describe sustainable transition experiments. They distinguish three learning levels: instrumental, conceptual and social level. These levels could be well applied in learning about spatial planning.

- Instrumental learning encloses learning about instrumental tools, solving technical problems and the effectiveness of an instrument or action. It is also typified as first-order or single-loop learning. It is not about evaluating aims and existing activities, but about technical aspects.
- Conceptual learning includes the learning about a new concept (for instance system innovations, participatory developments or transition management).
- Social learning is societal oriented learning; it is about changes and developments in societal views and understanding, norms and values, responsibilities, new attention points and framing.

You end up with defining a societal research question and task.

Within conceptual and social learning a reconsideration must take place of existing frames of references, basic assumptions and theories and is often identified as second-order or double-loop learning. The learning processes always occur in a societal environment with many different actors. The instrumental learning can be linked to the first-order process of planning, learning about the act of planning and the role of a planner. Also conceptual learning can be linked to this first-order process, but it could well be part of the second level of planning, when thinking about reframing or conceptual views on planning. The social learning process is also a mixture of first and second level, but with much more
focus on the second part. Students have to be trained in understanding and acting in society (as instrumental learning), but should be much more reflective about it.

Another learning approach has been introduced by Dreyfuss and Dreyfuss, already in 1986 (see [29], [30], [31]). It is about offering a rationale for human cognition and expertise and is about skill acquisition and transition from being a novice to an expert. The five stages are novice, advanced beginner, competent user, proficient user and expert. Geldof ([29], p 81) describes the three main levels as: “All learners start at the level of the novice. Characteristic of this first level is learning rules that can be applied away from the context. Someone who is learning to drive a car will practise steering and shifting gears [...] knowledge important in both slow and heavy traffic. [...] the level of competence requires a correct interpretation. Competent people can carry out complex tasks. They weigh different options against each other, depending on context, and take decisions. They still do this analytically, based on rules. Competent car drivers shift gear at the right time and choose the smartest route using the information handed to them. [...] People who reach the highest level, the level of expert, no longer act exclusively analytically. They oversee ‘the whole’ and regularly take decisions using their intuition. They use their implicit knowledge. The experienced car driver shifts gear automatically and can prevent accidents in critical situations, [...] he can react alertly in unexpected situations.” The other two levels, advanced beginner and proficient user, are in-between stages having aspects of both surrounding levels.

These three main actor levels can be associated to the three learning-curve levels. The novice level is related to instrumental learning. The competent level can be linked to conceptual learning, while the social learning requires expertise from different levels and angles, next to competent input.

We can also apply the learning levels to the different planning styles as presented in table 1. Learning about spatial planning, either as act of planning (planner-centred and planning-centred) or as reflection on planning, contains also divers stages each with a predominant impact (see table 2).

Table 2: Differences in planning styles combined with predominant learning levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEANS / FACTS / KNOWLEDGE</th>
<th>Certainty</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Not (yet) know how to achieve | (b) Limited options; Create alternatives  
Learning process; Debate about options  
Reflection on planning  
Conceptual learning /  
Competent actor | (d) Search for order in chaos; Wicked problem  
Self-organisation; Complexity and Co-creation  
Reflective and Reflexivity  
Social learning /  
Expert actor |
| Know how to achieve | (a) Technical solution; Rational planning  
Act of planning (planner and process centred)  
Instrumental learning /  
Novice actor | (c) Bargaining process; Political issue  
Reflection on planning  
Conceptual learning /  
Competent actor |

| ENDS / AIMS / VALUES | Agree on what is wanted | Don’t agree on what is wanted |

Within the curriculum the students should preferably go from (a) to (b) or (c) [or the other way around or mixed], followed by (d) in the table, building up expertise and insight. In practice (work) the same routing will normally take place, building up expertise while doing the job.

2.2.2 Problem Based Learning

As noticed before spatial planning students should design and facilitate future developments and be receptive to unforeseen situations ([15], [16]). They have to deal with uncertainty and non-linearity in processes, especially when thinking about innovative approaches to support new developments and find solutions for specific local and regional issues. Applying a Problem Based Learning (PBL) envi-
environment is very suitable to learn about spatial planning situations ([10], [16], [32]). Within a PBL ill-defined or wicked problems, which planning situations actually are (see also (d) in table 2), can be tackled. Before entering the PBL-ateliers students have to acquire certain basic knowledge and skills (the instrumental level). Using a rational planning approach is very suitable to make these first steps. A PBL-environment contains several aspects: it starts with a problem description, that should be recognised and interpreted (for instance which frames are applied or who has power). This problem can be a real life issue, such as described by Carsjens et al. [10] or an imaginative, constructed, issue (more of a laboratory setting). The students work in groups and search together for specific solutions or chances for change. “Out of the box thinking” should be no exception, especially because the future is uncertain and new ideas and approaches are often useful because the old ones most of the time didn’t work. The students depend in this process on their basic training in skills and knowledge, but they also need their own attitude and strengths, being member of a group with a specific role. The student has to act as a planner (manager of change). When doing a PBL atelier at the end of the curriculum it will also have great resembles with social learning, especially when students cooperate with local people and their knowledge is used (see for some good examples of these kind of social learning environments, [10] and [32]). In earlier studios students can practice basic skills and build up conceptual ideas to prepare themselves.

2.2.3 Planning Support Systems

There are many common software products applied in an educational setting, such as a word processor, a spreadsheet, a statistical program or a supportive learning environment like Blackboard or Turnitin. Specific ICT tools are developed and applied for spatial planning practices, the so-called Planning Support Systems (PSS) (see eg. [3], [4], [5] and many others). PSS are also used in educational settings. Already in the sixties it was thought that the plan-making process could be totally automated, including to compare alternative possibilities, optimising it through iterative steps [5]. But soon this technical idea was rejected, because of required creativity and insight knowledge, that could not be offered by a computerised approach. The informative character of computer models however is still applied to generate and evaluate future plans. Next to a rational analysis instrument the systematic approach can also support a deliberative and participatory purpose. There are many different systems available, from large-scale one-off systems to more oriented on qualitative visualisation, analytical approaches and supportive dialogue techniques. As spatial planning also is very divers in the plan-making so are the PSS tools, following also the scales and topics to be covered. Also the type of processes influences the sort of PSS to be applied, from systematic procedural to intuitively and unconstrained activities. It depends on how well the problem is articulated, which actors are involved with what kind of interests. But should each of these PSS options be getting attention in the learning process? Or is a general knowledge sufficient and a more “black-box” approach could be applied?

3 SPATIAL PLANNING COURSES OVER THE YEARS

3.1 Courses at the end of the Eighties

The text of this paragraph is mainly based on my own (early) experiences, and the papers by Graumans et al. [33] that describes developments until 1987, and by van der Knaap and van de Veer ([34], [35]), describing ICT components in specific planning and design courses. In the eighties the educational use of a computer was started, mainly by pioneers. Several projects started at Wageningen University to look for ICT options and applications for an educational setting, either creating software models and applications or through Computer Assisted Instructions (CAI). Before that period the computer was used only to demonstrate the possibilities and some results (complex in those days, very simple now). The handling of a computer was a privilege for experts, creating punched cards and feeding it into a card-reader that translated it into machine-code. In (university) classes software products and models were analysed on their methods and procedures. No black-box situation should exist, the student should know how software functions and how results were calculated (and even were manipulated, mostly because of software limitations). Next to dissecting of and reflecting on software models and practising with these models, also tutorials, drill and practice exercises, dialogue and inquiry software and simulation and games started to become common practice in education. All these computer supportive environments were in the eighties rather primitive compared to current products. Special interface software had to be developed either using generic programming languages (like Fortran or Cobol) or specific educational authoring languages. Also introductions for specific tools (databases, CAD/CAM) and hardware (like a digitizer) were provided. The main learning goal was to
teach instrumental knowledge and a tiny bit of conceptual knowledge on how to apply the products and results in a planning process.

An example in which a predecessor of a PBL class is simulated showed the straight instrumental learning approach, based on technological knowledge over soil, water, agricultural demands, birds and vegetation impacts, combining different software models [35]. Going through 10 assessment steps the student was guided towards an optimal end map. The basic system used for storage and processing was a raster based Geographic Information System (GIS) in combination with a spreadsheet for the hydrological model and a vegetation analysis model. University students had to understand each step and how each applied model operated and “communicated”. This required some conceptual knowledge, but the main focus was on how each model functioned and how to feed results into the next step. The analytical character of the course was important and an automation of the linear process seems the optimal tool.

Other agricultural related optimisation models were also applied in other courses. A training program around hydrological principles was developed using an authoring language. The computer and the applied models were supposed to be the supporting instrument in the process of planning and decision making. Politics and society should provide the required criteria and restrictions to be implemented by the experienced designer/planner in different scenario’s, after which politicians should make a decision. However, because of little to none experience with a (large) computer and supporting software models, the attention of students was merely on handling the machine and its software to fulfill the required tasks instead of focussing on the process itself. Also the available machines and network connections created extra problems, often the connection was not stable or one of the computer machine crashed. Also not enough computer terminals were available for the growing number of students. This created annoyance and delays. Staff to develop new applications was not appointed. Often just one pioneer was active, while actually you need a content expert, an educational expert and an ICT expert. Time to develop new and stable educational products was underestimated immensely. For one hour of computer supported education up to 300 hours should be invested; especially thinking about the different screens, their layouts, and the handling of many different error options was a enormous job. The offered software in those days to develop CAI was either user friendly but not flexible or flexible but not user friendly enough. New hardware and software updates also required constant device and content attention of the staff involved. Technical knowledge is essential for the staff or otherwise a technical assistant is a necessity. But nevertheless, the students appreciated the multifunctional and “modern” approaches of their planning and design classes. They got a better insight in the complexity of spatial planning and design and were enthusiastic about trying to find new solutions, because they could perform the required calculations in less time. Some students however forgot to study the theoretical aspects and just hit the keyboard without actually knowing what they were doing. Starting with a theoretical exam reduced this problem. The success of applying CAI or related products depended also heavily on available (and working) computer facilities.

3.2 Courses around the millennium

After these early pioneering years of educational ICT applications, changes in software and hardware were regular business and somehow integrated in each (new) course. Developments in hard- and software generated new possibilities, more memory and calculation power became available for smaller machines, older software and hardware products were no longer supported and had to be replaced. After the central computer systems, like the DEC or VAX machines we used, personal computers and stand alone specialized machines become trendy. ICT and course management also changes accordingly. This meant a constant (almost yearly) change in course material, new set-ups related to documents and processing of steps, also related to new software releases. New possibilities and options were opened up. The internet was not only text oriented anymore, but much more graphical oriented. Scientific and daily popular information through reports, journals, articles and papers are available for everyone. Large databases with enormous amount of data can be consulted. Software becomes more sophisticated and smoother. Specific geographical software, like ArcInfo, becomes a standard. Students apply the digital options in class and for their individual thesis work. Word processing is a normal activity. The spatial planning domain is growing from only straight forward instrumental towards a more communicative and complex oriented field. Text itself is not enough anymore, graphical and mapping options become the new standards for planners ([36], [37]). New (planning) support systems are developed, like the electronic meeting system or a group decision room, combined with interactive GIS with three dimensional options, and sometime time as a fourth dimension is also added. Students get training in different tools and the focus on purely instrumental is moved towards more conceptual. Also basic training in using a computer and related software is becoming
obsolete. However, theoretical knowledge about spatial planning and design processes still needs attention and can be supported and illustrated by applying modeling options. Also getting familiar with the internet possibilities is a growing new phenomenon. The conceptual learning activities are more prominent on the educational agenda.

### 3.3 Courses in 2014

Over the years the relationship between spatial planning and (Geo-)ICT has weakened [38]. Both worlds have developed themselves in a different direction. Within spatial planning participation and communication are the magic words. Civilians, policymakers and scientists are going through different learning stages to support and shape this new process. Geo-ICT actually offers only more available data and more sophisticated software instead of new options and insights in the complex interactive landscape and societal processes. There is also an overload of information available through the internet, with many articles, blogs and opinions, and the huge data bases. Google maps and other interactive spatial systems are common goods. Data, images and results are collectively shared and modified by using clouds, wiki’s and drop-boxes. On different moments in the planning process new or other information and support is needed, either qualitative or quantitative. The whole information train should be applied more scattered instead of straight forward. No linear process should be trained, but more a fusion strategy of different approaches and information, also dealing with different frames of participants in the planning and design process. This has consequences for the curriculum of planning students. The instrumental learning approach still is basic, but quickly overruled by conceptual learning and even the first steps of social learning. The current courses focus more on an overview of a variety of methods, model analyses and information overload or support the students how to handle, interpret and apply different sources. There is also an integrating educational learning environment offered using the Blackboard Environment combined with Turnitin software to check for (scientific) plagiarism of the produced reports. Furthermore, to get familiar with the social learning process an exchange from a practical situation and with practitioners is important. Several of these new options were described, integrating science and practice in a Problem Based Learning Environment (PBL) ([10], [32]). In these real life environments students can safely experiment with the skills to be required. They are also encouraged to come up with out-of-the-box solutions, especially to inspire practitioners who are somehow caught in their daily approach.

Modeling and statistical analyses, combined with divers supporting ICT tools are trained and applied, like mapping software or Indesign to create images of new plan-situations. Students learn how to deal with tools like a touch table or an agent based model. They also have to deal with the information overload through the internet, to make distinctions between scientific and popular sources. Students create their own Wiki environment, combine it with clouds and blogs using their own laptops, and communicate in groups with their smart phones. Blackboard is offered by the university for a general educational setting. Presentation and discussion skills have become important elements as a result of the changes in spatial planning practice. New ICT technology offers options that are capable of approaching the real world, using for instance Virtual Reality (VR) or Augmented Reality (AR) settings. However, ICT cannot (yet?) simulate real life situations. The costs to create such an environment, comparable to movie-qualities, are also gigantic for just a few moments of education. Next to the practical link a scientific reflection has to be trained. Students have to reflect on the planning process itself and their role in it as a planner. They have to develop a more reflexive attitude, becoming a more competent actor to be able to function in practice. Knowledge and experience with ICT planning oriented tools stay important basic elements in this process. ICT can partly support this learning process, next to exchange interaction experiences and communicative capabilities. The management part still requires a growing attention, new software updates but also website addresses change regularly and too often, creating unexpected situations. For planners this is actually an unintentional learning environment, because they have to learn how to deal with sudden new situations. In this respect the regular ICT-changes are perfect illustrations of unexpected situations. There is no cooking recipe, the students must know about the ingredients and their impact, but have to prepare the meal themselves in cooperation with other participants, from a quick snack to an extensive high quality dinner.

### 4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS COMPUTERISED SPATIAL PLANNING

In the introduction several questions were put forward about the changing role of ICT in spatial planning education. In this section I want to give answers to these questions and draw some conclusions.
4.1 Discussion

In the eighties, at the start of implementing ICT in classes it was a privilege for experts. Changes in ICT developments moved the expertise towards a more proficient or even a competent user, partly because of daily usage and a more user friendly working environment. The changes in the planning paradigm requires other skills to be developed. The curriculum of the spatial planning program had to be more adapted to these new planning skills. ICT developments, such as the internet or VR, support this process more adequately. On the other hand more ICT options in software did not enlarge the didactic approaches, it made it more complicated, as from an instrumental point of view. How can you tackle the information overload or the ‘big data’ issue? Modeling options grew enormously because of increasing calculation power, creating immense models that are too complicated and difficult to dissect and understand in a short period of available classroom time. Do we actually need more options or sophisticated software such as VR and AR to reach more landscape reality? Does it restrict or increase creativity to produce ‘out of the box’ solutions? At least it requires a new reflective approach on how to operate in a more extensive automated environment and the didactics has to be altered.

The changes in spatial planning approaches, towards a “manager of change”, also requires new personal competences (related to attitude, knowledge and skills) to be trained. ICT tools can help the students to gain and support this expertise, but then much more extra time should be invested in tailor made products (as it was already in the early days with CAI). You cannot simply apply a software product like an off-the-shelf product for a production environment, especially when it is a once-a-year product. The ICT developments complicated more the learning curve, because more attention has to be paid to the handling of the menus and options. Also the logistics of a course had to be altered because of the new options. The impact of social media is not yet directly visible, but as a societal phenomenon it should be part of the spatial planning curriculum and how it might influence and support the planning process.

The supervisor/teacher needs to know more about software and hardware options, in order to implement it successfully in courses. How much does (s)he need to be a ICT-product specialist and are regular updates necessary to require new in-depth knowledge related to research and study? And how about a Blackboard learning environment? It can stream the information process and offers a platform to exchange information with students. Support should be adequate by professionals who can understand the teachers needs and wishes; it should not be a technocratic nerd. Also software updates should depend on specific quality improvements, a stable working environment (with a stable feel and look) for a few years is required for courses that are provided only once a year to prevent too much maintenance work to be done by teachers. This is also related to the changes in general software products and web-links. Not all updates are needed. New ICT products are often created by IT-specialists and the market, but take relatively too much time to implement each year. We have to think about its educational use and not every new product is useful. The new Massive Open On-line Courses (MOOC’s) are not an option for spatial planning courses in a PBL setting. MOOC’s are useful only for large group instruction and explanations; real interaction is quite difficult. The direct (face-to-face) interaction between students and with practitioners is an important element in PBL. Other digital instruments can better support (the preparation of) this interaction.

Another question that can be put forward is how many tools and approaches can be explored in a few weeks by the students, without having a ‘system overkill’ and still having a reconnaissance of the impact and knowledge gained? Do we need to train in academia tool specialists (menu-driven knowledge) or is awareness of options enough? The overload through the web in the data and information jungle can be tackled through specific moments intertwined in a PBL setting. Students have to understand what is scientific agreed upon and useful information and what is garbage. Within the PBL setting societal and practical experiences can be experienced, confronting and discussing scientific models, analyses and graphical output with the ‘outsiders’ of the classroom. This creates a productive and reflective learning environment.

Looking back we can observe that over the last twenty-five years we moved from instrumental learning through conceptual learning and reflection towards social learning. This last stage seems to require also enough reflexivity from students, being more of an expert actor instead of just a competent actor. To support and train this new applications should be developed.

4.2 Conclusions

The developments in ICT and the Spatial Planning paradigm show growing options and growing complexity. This requires adequate competences to be interwoven in planning education: focus on com-
plexity and reflexivity together with e-learning tools and learning environment. Students have to be aware of the constant changes in planning paradigm as about developments of software and unexpected situations during a planning process; they have to learn and keep on learning to deal with these uncertainties (as a general planners objective). Using the constantly changing software and hardware offer also options to put this changing aspect on the students agenda. ICT maintenance and updates (or even downgrades – not working operating systems like XP or vanishing websites require constant attention of teachers and students. Do (ICT-)managers working at universities also need educational background and training for insights in the process? Do teachers need to know more about ICT and its options? Balancing these questions will always be important and should feed the communication process between these groups.

The new ICT options and extensions created growing complexity in the practice of teaching spatial planning, either content related, competence oriented, skills enlargement or practical maintenance. The spatial planner today changed from applying top-down steps towards a manager of changes. The spatial planning educator changed from instructing how to master top-down steps and straight forward theory towards managing and balancing ICT-tools combined with new planning competences. Can you support and practice planning of landscape and society developments with e-learning tools? Yes, but with prudence combined with acknowledgement of sufficient time input from teachers and managers.

5 HOW TO CONTINUE

New changes in computer use are knocking at the educational doors or already made an entrance. These concern tablets, smart phones, interactive (distance) learning, dealing with own devices, supportive software and course related group work. New competence skills in negotiation and group processes are offered, next to ongoing insights in content and processes. Also PSS developments become focussed more on interactive planning. Or as Batty [5] states: “But so far, the idea of a process of planning entirely supported in the online world remains fanciful. However, information technologies are now available to generate truly interactive problem solving and analysis. This is part of ‘doing science interactively in silico rather than in vitro’, which has been mooted for the last 50 years, but it has now arrived with a vengeance and increasingly not only models but data will be embedded in the web, in the ‘cloud’ as it is now being called […] The other key question is that if planning becomes truly interactive and open to a much wider set of constituencies than anything hitherto, then the time required to invest in such processes is a major hurdle. Widespread participation takes time and costs money in terms of the opportunity cost of engaging in the process. Traditional participation is often stymied by our inability to find the time and space to engage in public problem solving. As soon as the door is opened to this interactive world, participation can become central to the planning process and it is likely that this will change the very nature of the problems that are addressed […] This is almost inevitable given the flood of possible applications that we are now confronted with and the speed at which these are being explored. Everything from new forms of data to new types of problem over different time periods and at different scales is continually appearing in the broad planning domain and what we urgently need is some sense of this terrain and what are the most important problems to address.”

Applying new developments in a PBL setting will create new opportunities and new ways to address real world problems from a practical background. To find solutions it will require innovative ideas to integrate digital technology with education on planning for a natural and human environment. Exploratory research and training in this PBL setting can reveal new and unexpected solutions.
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